
 

 

At Naseby, we believe that the main homework for all school children is reading. Reading has been proven to be extremely important in developing 

children’s language acquisition and vocabulary, spelling ability, and overall learning confidence and enjoyment. Children should read for at least a few 

minutes every evening, and this should be recorded in the back of their reading journals. Reading journals will be checked at least once a week on a Friday.  

Along with reading I have created this optional homework chart. I understand that time spent with family, friends, and at outside clubs is extremely important. 

However, those who do manage to complete a piece of homework will be given a raffle ticket for the class raffle which will be drawn at the end of term. 

Prizes to be confirmed nearer the time.  

Map out an adventure  
 

In maths we will be exploring 
position and direction. With an 
adult, have a go at mapping out a 
new walking or cycling route and use your 
orienteering skills to reach a destination. Make 
sure that you have all the essential supplies that 
you need, including a map, before you set out!  

Shadow puppets 
Make your own puppets and produce your own 

shadow puppet show. You could even bring 
them in and share the performance with the 

class. Remember this could be a group activity 
or a solo project.   

 

Curious Creatures  
 

Some animals have evolved to be able to ‘see’ in the 
dark. They may not all have eyes the same as ours and 

some use a different sense to help them see in a 
different way.  Create a fact page about different 

animals who are mainly active at night. If you are in 
Year 4 and remember doing this research last time, try 

to choose a different creature! 

 

Super Shakespeare 
In preparation for our 
Shakespeare week at 
school, why not read one 
of the junior versions of 
Shakespeare’s famous works and write your 
own review. Which play/story will you 
choose? 

Silhouette Art 
Creating silhouettes can be great fun. Try creating 
your own artwork by setting up a group of objects 

and tracing around their silhouettes. Will we be able 
to work out what the original group of objects were?  

 

Reflections 
In art we will be exploring how artists use light and 
reflections to add depth to their work. Have a go at 
taking a group of photos that focus on the use of 
reflections off different surfaces. You could take a 
photo of something reflecting off water, or a mirror, 
or a different reflective surface of your choice.   
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